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Silicon Labs Named a Winner of the Prestigious UBM Tech's ACE Awards in the Sensors 
Category

Si701x/2x Relative Humidity Sensor Family Honored for Innovative Design, Ease of Use and Low Power Consumption 

AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB), a leader in high-performance, analog-intensive, mixed-
signal ICs, today announced that its Si701x/2x relative humidity (RH) and temperature sensor family was selected as the winner 
in the EE Times and EDN 2014 UBM Tech ACE Awards in the Sensors category. The awards program honors the people and 
companies behind the technologies and products that are changing the world of electronics. The winners were announced at 
an awards ceremony on Tuesday, April 1, at The Fairmont San Jose, during the EE Live! conference and expo. 

"We're deeply honored that Silicon Labs' Si701x/2x relative humidity sensor won a 2014 UBM Tech ACE Award," said Mark 
Thompson, vice president and general manager of Silicon Labs' Analog, Power and Sensor products. "This coveted industry 
recognition underscores the best-in-class design, ease of use, accuracy and energy efficiency of our RH sensors. We continue 
to see strong customer interest and demand for our RH sensors in a wide range of applications including smart sensing 
devices for the Internet of Things." 

Silicon Labs' Si701x/2x RH sensors combine a standard CMOS mixed-signal IC with a proven technique for measuring humidity 
using a polymer dielectric film. The Si701x/2x sensors enable accurate, easy-to-deploy RH sensing for home automation, 
HVAC/refrigeration, healthcare, remote monitoring, automotive and industrial equipment. Compared to legacy discrete RH 
sensing approaches, the single-chip Si701x/2x sensors are easy to use while reducing manufacturing cost and complexity. The 
Si701x/2x sensors have the lowest power consumption in the integrated humidity sensor market. 

"We are continually amazed at the level of creativity in the design, innovation and technology exemplified by these award 
winners," said Patrick Mannion, VP, Brand Director, UBM Tech Electronics. "The ACE Awards celebrate the highest 
achievements in innovation and creativity in electronics design, and selecting one organization or individual that stands out 
above the rest is incredibly challenging. We are pleased to be able to celebrate their achievements." 

A panel of EE Times and EDN editors narrowed down the entries to five finalists in each category, based on the criteria set 
forth in an online submission form. Winners are determined from among the finalists by a panel of independent judges. Judging 
took place from January 27, 2014 - February 24, 2014.  

For more information on the awards program visit http://ubm-ace.com/.  

For additional Si701x/2x sensor family information and to order samples and development tools, please visit 
www.silabs.com/humidity-sensor.  

About UBM Tech 

UBM Tech is a global media business that brings together the world's technology communities through live events, online 
properties and custom services. UBM Tech's community-focused approach provides its users and clients with expertly curated 
research, education, training, community advocacy, user-generated content and peer-to-peer engagement opportunities that 
serve the Electronics, Security, Enterprise IT and Communications, Network Infrastructure and Applications, Game and App 
Developers, and Tech Marketing communities. UBM Tech's brands include Black Hat, DesignCon, EE Times, Enterprise 
Connect, Game Developers Conference (GDC), HDI, InformationWeek, and Interop. Create, a UBM Tech full range marketing 
services division, includes custom events, content marketing solutions, community development and demand generation 
programs based on its content and technology market expertise. UBM Tech is a part of UBM (UBM.L), a global provider of 
media and information services with a market capitalization of more than $2.5 billion. For more information, go to 
http://tech.ubm.com.  

Silicon Labs 

Silicon Labs is an industry leader in the innovation of high-performance, analog-intensive, mixed-signal ICs. Developed by a 
world-class engineering team with unsurpassed expertise in mixed-signal design, Silicon Labs' diverse portfolio of patented 
semiconductor solutions offers customers significant advantages in performance, size and power consumption. For more 
information about Silicon Labs, please visit www.silabs.com.  
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Cautionary Language 

This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These forward-looking 
statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from 
those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could impact Silicon Labs' financial results and cause 
actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements, please refer to Silicon Labs' filings with the SEC. 
Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of 
new information, future events or otherwise. 

Note to editors: Silicon Laboratories, Silicon Labs, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon Labs logo are 
trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks of their respective holders. 

Follow Silicon Labs on Twitter at http://twitter.com/siliconlabs and on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/siliconlabs.  

Explore Silicon Labs' diverse product portfolio at www.silabs.com/parametric-search.  
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